
Introduction 

This is a poetic version of The Book of Hours, not a translation. I’ve attempted to 
transpose the book into poetry that works in fluent, idiomatic English while (with a 
few exceptions) following the rhyme patterns of Rilke’s original German. Later I’ll 
say more about my approach, and particularly about the degree of licence I’ve 
allowed myself in rendering the possible meanings each poem has yielded to me. But 
first let me direct attention back to the source, by briefly introducing Rilke and his 
book.  

Before doing so, however, I need to express a caveat: although Rilke thought of the 
work as one long poem, I’ve found it more congenial to treat it as a sequence of 
poems. Rilke gave neither titles nor numbers to his individual segments: I’ve given 
both. My titles, I hope, will encourage the selective engagement I think modern 
readers are more likely to find to their taste; while the numbering, as a gesture 
towards compensating for this transgression, acknowledges in a small way the poet’s 
wish for his work to be experienced as a flow. 

*  

Rainer Maria Rilke was born in Prague in 1875 and died and was buried in 
Switzerland in 1926. He travelled extensively – in Russia, Spain, Germany, France, 
Italy. He’s one of those writers who never had a settled home. Today he’s regarded as 
one of the leading lights of European Modernism, comparable in importance with 
T.S. Eliot. His New Poems (1907), Duino Elegies (1923) and Sonnets to Orpheus 
(1923) are much loved in translation by many English-language readers today, 
whereas The Book of Hours is less well known: it seems to have lost favour in the 
post-war decades. Selected editions of Rilke in English tend to give it short measure 
in their allocation of pages. This is unfortunate, as it’s vivid, compelling, brave, 
impassioned, strange, thought-provoking and wholly alive in mind and body. 
Repeatedly it catches the reader off-guard with surprises and frissons of all kinds. It’s 
a wonderfully varied and restless work, its shifts of mood and thought amounting to a 
multi-faceted portrait of a questing intelligence. 

The Book of Hours was first published in its entirety in late 1905, the year Rilke 
turned 30. In 1899, aged 23, the poet began writing the first and longest part, ‘The 
Book of a Monastic Life’, spending about three weeks on it. The second and third 
parts (‘The Book of Pilgrimage’ and ‘The Book of Poverty and Death’) he wrote in 
1901 and 1903 respectively, devoting about a week to each. These rates of output are 
extraordinary: Rilke wrote The Book of Hours in a state of urgent creative 
compulsion. 

Each part, or book, reflects particular circumstances in the poet’s life. Book I alludes 
to his travels in Italy and later his two trips to Russia with his girlfriend Lou Andreas-
Salomé (and with her husband too on the first trip). These episodes lie behind 



references in the poems to Italian Renaissance art and architecture and to the great 
monastery of Kiev, with its underground complex of cells, and the Cathedral of the 
Assumption in Moscow. Rilke takes on the persona of a Russian monk and icon 
painter, grappling with issues surrounding his art and faith. The second book relates 
to a period from 1900 when he lived in the north German artistic community of 
Worpswede. It was here that he met the sculptor Clara Westhoff, whom he married; 
their daughter Ruth was born in 1901. In the latter half of this book Rilke takes on the 
role of a pilgrim. The third book focuses on the poor in Paris, whose misfortunes he 
encountered, distressingly, after moving to the city, alone, in 1902 to write a 
monograph on Rodin. 

Most of the poems in The Book of Hours explore Rilke’s relationship with God, 
whom he often addresses directly. Some have a flavour of mystic paradox, faintly 
reminiscent of Eastern thought – particularly Taoism, with its idea of strength in 
weakness. Rilke’s God is more likely to be found in the earth (even within the solid 
rock of a mountain) than in the sky. He’s a being of darkness, not of light. Art, though 
a portal for spiritual self-discovery, is presented as veiling rather than revealing 
divine truth. God doesn’t necessarily even notice any painter who presumes to create 
sacred iconography in the conventional style of the age. More authentic than 
traditional or communal devotion are silent, solitary encounters, and there are many 
of these in the book – anxiously questioning, shifting restlessly from image to image, 
with no stable impression of who or what God is and no clear idea of how he might 
respond. Sometimes there’s a moment of mystic revelation (often just a glimpse), 
indebted to the poet’s willingness to be quietly and mindfully attentive, or to open his 
imagination to the divine immensity. Sharing Rilke’s revelatory insights will often be 
difficult unless we too, as readers, are willing, kaleidoscope-style, to shake up our 
normal modes of perception – for example, accepting the idea of God pulling his hair, 
like roots, through all creation. Such metamorphoses I do accept, and happily. The 
picture fails to snap into focus as you try to visualise it, and I find this dissolution of 
boundaries thrilling as a way to communicate the unsayable. Some readers may 
regard such effects as overrich, overdone; but my experience is that the imaginative 
conviction of Rilke’s visions sweeps away any such critical reservations. 

Rilke likens God to a whole range of different phenomena – a voice from nowhere, a 
ship, a shore, a forager in the woods, a besieging army, a convent, even a (scared) 
fledgling bird. Often he’s imagined with human features – a face, hands, a beard 
(especially when he appears as the Ancient One, a name that echoes the Ancient of 
Days, mentioned in the Book of Daniel and taken in Eastern Orthodox thought to be 
either the Father or a prophetic revelation of the incarnated Son). There’s a run of 
poems that present God as the Son, not the Father – on the grounds that fathers are 
vessels of obsolete thinking, not true and current wisdom. Incidentally, God, for 
Rilke, isn’t omniscient – he may not know, for example, that the poet has a prehistory 
of non-existence. And he needs us as much as we need him. 



It’s the encounters with God that give the book its unique flavour, for they chart the 
ever-changing dynamic of a complex and very human relationship – one that’s often 
frustrating for being so one-sided, not least with regard to communication. The poet 
has to work out what God is thinking, and what he wants, since he never spells 
anything out. The relationship is intimate and needy. At times it feels like a love 
affair, with touches of tenderness against a general background of insecurity. There’s 
evidence, indeed, that one of the poems (II vii) was addressed initially to Lou 
Andreas-Salomé and then repurposed.  

For a book that emphasises the spiritual value of solitude, The Book of Hours is quite 
busily populated. Among the figures who help to animate the work, counterbalancing 
the poet’s isolation, are a young monk resisting the temptations of the flesh, 
Michelangelo, Botticelli, Abel from the biblical book of Genesis, Ruth (who has her 
own book in the Old Testament), the Virgin Mary, St Francis (associated with 
Orpheus in a way that prefigures Rilke’s late masterpiece Sonnets to Orpheus), the 
saint’s sisters-in-faith the Poor Clares, and a future hero who will give birth (like a 
woman) to the most mature kind of Death. There are also farmers, drovers, 
shepherds, a nightwatchman and sundry pilgrims, monks and nobles. These 
characters are presented within settings that are economically but evocatively realised 
– monasteries, convents, palaces, city streets, woodlands, plains, rivers, heathlands, 
pilgrimage roads. Despite Rilke’s inwardness, he presents us with a vibrant and 
believable external world we can savour. 

Then, as a further aspect to admire, there’s Rilke’s poetic inventiveness – the daring 
originality of his imaginings. He writes of the gentlest hour of the evening ‘when all 
poets are alike’; of a monk battering himself against a tree like (presumably damp) 
laundry; of himself being a burnt-out house where no one ever sleeps, except from 
time to time a murderer, who stays there until his own fear of being caught puts him 
to flight – to elaborate a simile or metaphor far beyond our expectations in this way is 
a trademark Rilke feature. Sometimes there’s a crowded cluster of imagery, with 
sudden and dramatic shifts of focus. Again, you might think this is overdone at times 
but in my view it’s justifiable as the product of a fertile, restless mind anxiously 
prospecting for insights and reassurances. 

* 

Having no expertise in German, I’ve relied heavily on published translations, 
particularly the clear and persuasive literal rendering by Stevie Krayer (Salzburg 
University, 1995). I mentioned above that my version generally follows the original 
German rhyme patterns – I prefer not to call them ‘rhyme schemes’, as Rilke seems 
to have improvised his rhymes rather than planning them rigorously. Now and then 
I’ve made a minor adjustment to the pattern of rhyme, and in a handful of poems I’ve 
added lines – usually just one or two. I haven’t performed any stealthy acts of 
criticism by removing any of Rilke’s lines, though I’ve dropped the occasional item 
from an image group. In about half a dozen instances [check] Rilke has an 



unrhyming ending to a line, and in such cases I’ve tidied up by supplying a rhyme 
instead of leaving the end-word sonically orphaned. 

Rilke was a virtuoso of rhyme. In The Book of Hours he commonly has four or more 
rhyming end-words in one stanza, sometimes in consecutive lines. (In the stanza 
quoted above from II xi there are five; in xxxx there are xx.) I’ve often used half-
rhyme, though where full rhymes have presented themselves I’ve tended to favour 
them. To read an English translation of The Book of Hours that doesn’t rhyme at all 
would be to miss out on an important feature of the poetry. Some translations into 
English opt for rhyme occasionally, wherever there’s an opportunity that fits the 
literal meaning, but this seems to me to be pointless, especially when the rhymes are 
attained only with some sacrifice of natural fluency.  

In producing a rhyming version of The Book of Hours in order to be as Rilkean as 
possible, I’ve necessarily been less authentic in my approach to metre. This is partly 
because I’m not qualified to appreciate Rilke’s metrical choices, and partly because it 
was clear to me from the beginning that iambic pentameter would give me the 
flexibility I needed to recast material in order to accommodate satisfactory rhyme 
words. Shorter measures, which Rilke uses from time to time, offer less scope for 
such adjustments – they’re constricting. Only in half a dozen poems have I used 
shorter measures myself (I x, I xxiii, I xxx, I lxvii, II xv and II xxiv). 

I’ve made changes at times to what Rilke seems to be saying – not only to get the 
rhymes working successfully but also, frequently, to clarify the sense (of course, this 
has required a great deal of subjective interpretation) and, from time to time, to 
enhance my version with little touches of my own in the hope of giving additional 
satisfaction to the reader.  

Some readers, no doubt, will be alarmed by the preceding paragraph: they may by 
now suspect me of travesty or sacrilege. Even those sympathetic to the idea of a 
version, as distinct from a translation, may worry that I’ve appropriated Rilke for my 
own poetic purposes. I believe that I haven’t: I’ve attempted to be as true as possible 
to all Rilke’s sentiments, arguments and images within the parameters I’ve set myself 
for fluency, accessibility and (a questionable term, I know) attractiveness.  

Beyond this, it’s difficult to offer accurate generalisations about the kinds of changes 
I’ve made; so here instead, for anyone who might be interested in getting some idea 
of how scrupulous I’ve been, are three typical examples, one from each book, chosen 
at random: 

In I ii, which I’ve called ‘Circles’, Rilke writes about circling around God, envisaged 
as an ancient tower. He claims not to know if he’s a falcon, a storm or a great song. 
Now, it seemed to me that all three of these things potentially have circling in 
common. Hawks are in fact more likely to circle, on thermals, than falcons. Storms 



can circle too – think of cyclones. A ‘great song’ is vague, but there’s a circling 
element here if the song has a refrain. Hence my lines: 

… I can’t ascertain
if I’m a hawk riding thermals to spiral higher,
a swirling storm or a love song’s refrain.

The reference here specifically to ‘a love song’, reflecting Rilke’s feelings towards 
God, is an additional little touch of the kind I mentioned above. 

In II xi, which I’ve called ‘The Unliving’, Rilke writes about treasure-houses where 
peoples’ lives are stored, like armour or sedan chairs or cradles that have never held a 
real person; or like robes that can’t stand up by themselves, and therefore sink to the 
floor, ending up nestling against thick stone walls. I was happy to include the armour 
and the clothes, but felt the sedan chairs and cradles were dispensable. The idea of 
clothes unable to stand up on their own was irresistible. Then when I imagined them 
collapsing onto the floor, a new idea came to mind: that a pile of clothes might be a 
sign their occupant had risen to Heaven, leaving only their clothes behind. Hence my 
finishing touch in the following stanza: 

Often I think there are treasuries perhaps
where the fragments of others’ lives are on
display, like armour no one’s ever worn
or like a set of clothes that on their own
just won’t stand upright but instead collapse,
a heap of jumbled fabric on the stone
flags – as if a saint had risen to heaven.

In III xviii, which I’ve called ‘The Outcast’, Rilke describes God in his second stanza 
as a poverty-stricken pariah. He has no possessions, any more than the wind does, 
and his fame is scarcely enough to cover his nakedness. Even an orphan’s skimpy 
work clothes are more splendid than God’s, and more his own. This is a quatrain 
rhyming abab. I needed to re-order the argument to get the rhymes to work. I wasn’t 
persuaded by the idea of fame scarcely covering God’s nakedness, and in any case 
Rilke is contradictory: God can’t at the same time be naked and wearing clothes. It’s 
possible that his clothes in the orphan comparison are a metaphorical way of referring 
to his fame, but there’s some confusion here. In the course of clarifying the passage, I 
substituted a scarecrow for the scruffily dressed orphan, as it makes roughly the same 
point more graphically.  

You’ve no possessions – like the wind you’re free
and unencumbered. True, you’ve acquired fame
but that’s belied by the clothes you wear – scruffy,
falling apart. You’re a scarecrow with a venerable name.



* 

Even after absorbing what I’ve written in this Introduction, there are two questions 
the reader might not yet feel sufficiently well-informed to answer. The first is: what is 
the relationship between Saxton’s version of Rilke’s The Book of Hours and the 
original poem? And the second is: how does he, the perpetrator, see this relationship, 
in broad terms? In other words: what does he think he’s up to? These two questions 
are likely, of course, to have totally different answers. 

To tackle the first question would take a familiarity with the German that’s way 
beyond my grasp. As for the second question, I once explained my endeavour to a 
friend as being comparable to making a movie of a book. My friend’s initial 
bafflement cleared. No sooner had I made this analogy than I began to think I was 
cheating us both, by giving an easily digestible response with no nutritional value. 
But then I thought about it more, and decided that perhaps this would be a valid way 
to present myself persuasively to both bemused well-wishers and purist objectors. 
I’ve taken a book (in translation) and converted it to a different medium (all right, a 
variant of the same medium) for a different demographic. I’ve tried to make this work 
accessible and engrossing, with an underlay of spiritual and emotional depth derived 
from the original. If I’m fortunate enough to acquire any readers, and some of them 
come to the conclusion that my version of The Book of Hours matches this 
description, I shall be more than satisfied. 


